MICHELIN TRACK CONNECT
SENSOR SYNC WITH APP USING SERIAL NUMBER

1. RECORD SERIAL NUMBER ALONG WITH WHEEL POSITION OF THE TIRE
   - Serial Number
   - Serial Number will start with 2000 for all sensors

2. IN APP ENTER IN TO MY GARAGE
   - Start button
   - MY RUDNS, MY GARAGE

3. NEXT ADD A CAR, ENTER THE REQUIRE INFO, PLUG IN THE RECEIVER AND SCROLL TO BOTTOM SCREEN
   - Press and hold quadrant/wheel position
   - A window will pop up for that wheel position.
   - Type in the serial number repeat for each wheel

4. A WINDOW WILL POP UP FOR THAT WHEEL POSITION.
   - Type in the serial number repeat for each wheel
   - Example: 20004444
MICHELIN TRACK CONNECT
SENSOR SYNC WITH APP PRESSURE METHOD

1. IN APP ENTER INTO MY GARAGE

2. NEXT ADD A CAR, ENTER THE REQUIRED INFO, PLUG IN THE RECEIVER AND SCROLL TO BOTTOM SCREEN

3. A WINDOW WILL POP UP SEARCHING FOR THE SENSOR

4. LOWER THE PRESSURE IN THE CORRESPONDING TIRE, THIS WAKES UP THE SENSOR, SERIAL NUMBER WILL POPULATE. REPEAT FOR OTHER WHEELS

Note: It may take 30 sec for sensor to sync.